Intermediate filament expression and lifespan potential in human somatic cell hybrids.
Limited lifespan human diploid fibroblast cells have been fused with the HeLa derived cell line HEB 7A which possesses transformed growth characteristics and unlimited division potential. HEB 7A expresses keratin intermediate filaments, while the fibroblast cells express only vimentin intermediate filaments. Independently arising clones of hybrids were examined for the presence of keratin by indirect immunofluorescence. Of 11 limited lifespan hybrids, all were keratin negative and possessed the growth characteristics of the fibroblast parent. Of 8 transformed hybrids, 6 arising early after fusion and 2 arising late, all were keratin-positive and simultaneously expressed the transformed growth characteristics of loss of density dependent growth inhibition, low serum dependence, and anchorage independence. It is concluded that the growth properties of these hybrids are associated with the type of intermediate filament expressed. The intermediate filament expression is therefore a marker of proliferative potential in these hybrids.